
FR AGNEL SCHOOL NOIDA

CLASS XII HOLIDAY HOMEWORK SESSION 2022-2023

ENGLISH Prepare the project
Topic for Speaking skills
Questions of Lost Spring

MATH Draw the graph of trigonometric functions and using them draw the graphs of
inverse trigonometric functions.

PHYSICS

Prepare The Project And Project File For Cbse Practical Examination
Approved By The Subject Teacher.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

Create a menu based program with Binary File Handling. Show all the
operations given below:

1. Insert New Record.
2. Display all Records.
3. Display specific Record.
4. Delete a particular Record.
5. Search a particular Record.

*You can take any topic like
1. Hotel Management
2. Hostel Management
3. Library etc.

CHEMISTRY 1. Prepare the chapters done in class till now.
2. Complete all excercise and In-text questions from NCERT Book in a

separate register.
3. Practice questions from NCERT exemplar.
4. Select the topic of your investigatory project for the Chemistry Board

Practical Exam, get it approved by the subject teacher and gather the
necessary information.

IP 1. Write a Pandas program to convert a Python list to Panda Series.

2. Write a Pandas program to convert a Python array to Panda Series.

3. Write a Pandas program to compare the elements of the two Pandas Series?

4. Write a Python program to convert a dictionary to a Pandas series. Sample
Series:
Dictionary: {'a': 100, 'b': 200, 'c': 300, 'd': 400, 'e': 800}
Converted series:
a 100



b 200
c 300
d 400
e 800
dtype: int64

5. Write a Pandas program to add, subtract, multiple and divide two Pandas
Series

BIOLOGY
1. Revise all  the chapters done in class till now.
2. Practice questions from the assignment .
3. Research and gather information on  the topic of the investigatory

project allotted to you,for the Biology Board Practical Exam.Prepare a
rough draft and submit .  Get it approved before making it final .

HISTORY
● Kindly revise Ch. 1 to 4.
● Prepare the Synopsis and the Project (Report and Prsentation i.e. Art

Integration) on the topics allotted in the class. You can take the help
from the circular uploaded on the MS Teams ( XII F FASN Team ).

GEOGRAPHY Kindly note the following-
1. Practical File is to be prepared as discussed in the class.
2. Ch-1: Data and its Sources

● Arranging the raw data in a Statistical Table
● Frequency Polygon
● Less than and More than Ogive

ACCOUNTS 1. Revision of Syllabus done till date
2. Prepare a comprehensive project as per guidelines given by the subject

teacher and collect the financial statements of a company from its
annual report for specific projects.

BST 1. Revise CHP 1-3.
2. Prepare for test of Marketing Management.
3. Choose your topic for CBSE board practical as per the discussion with your
subject teacher and also prepare the synopsis as per CBSE guidelines.

ECO A detailed project work is assigned in various topics as discussed in the
classes ,details of which are uploaded in the campus care.

POL SC 1. Revision of Part A : Ch-1-5
2. Prepare the project on the topics allotted in the class and uploaded on

Teams.
3. Attach the Art - integrated work along with the project ( collage, video,

documentary, self-composed poem or songs, cartoons)



PAINTING 1.Topic-Poster Design for social causes. Poster can be used to raise awareness
for a large variety of causes.

Draft an attractive poster on any TWO of the following topics-

● Autism
● Cancer
● Ocean conservation
● Save trees

Medium- poster color Size- A2 Sheet.

2-Describe how Rajasthani School of Miniature Paintings created a long
lasting impact on Indian Art. Explain in detail with reference to the paintings
in your course of study.

PSY Conduct the tests of Intelligence,Self Concept and Adjustment on your subject
(same for all) and complete the file work as discussed in the class on the inter
leaved rule sheets.

HSC ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PROJECT MAY BE UNDERTAKEN
1. Study of an integrated community based, nutrition/health programme being
implemented in own area, with reference to-
a) Programme objectives
b) Focal Group/Beneficiaries
c) Modalities of implementation

2. Visit to the neighbouring areas and interview two adolescents and two
adults regarding their perception of persons with special needs.(support your
project with pictures clicked during the interview and questionnaire)

3. Profile any two people (child/adult) with special needs to find out their diet,
clothing, activities,physical and psychological needs.(Support your project
with pictures clicked during the interview and questionnaire)

4. Planning any five messages for nutrition, health and life skills using
different modes of communication for different focal groups.( IN THE FORM
OF POSTERS( ON A3 PASTEL SHEET), FLASH CARDS ETC)

For Example :



5. Market survey any five processed foods with their packaging and label
information.(Must stick the packets of processed food in the project for
reference)


